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Descriptive Inventory 
 
SC 2213 DAVIS, Anne Pence, 1901-1982 
 
1 folder.  3 items.  1960, 1975.  Originals, photocopies. 
 
1975.272.1 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
SC DAVIS, Anne Pence,       1960, 1975 
2213  1901-1982 
 
  Letter from Davis to Dorothy Edwards 
 Townsend responding to her request for 
 biographical material, probably for inclusion 
 in Kentucky in American Letters, volume III, 
 1913-1975.  Includes two news clippings about  
 Davis’s book The Top Hand of Lone Tree Ranch.  
  1 folder.  3 items.  Originals, photocopies. 
  1975.272.1    
 
 
SUBJECT ANALYTICS 
 
Pence, William H. – Relating to  
The Top Hand of Lone Tree Ranch – Relating to  
Townsend, Dorothy Louise (Edwards), 1915-1995 
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